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Soup making & Hairy Harries
The Preps had a busy week at school last week making vegetable soup and planting Hairy
Harries with their Year 5 buddies.
Tracey Hollis was kind enough to harvest a range of vegetables from the kitchen garden
for us to use such as broccoli, spring onion, rosemary, silver beet and celery. Combined
with some potato and carrot, we had a delicious winter soup to devour in the afternoon!
The Year 5 students joined us after their adventurous week at Camp Kangaroobie to help
us prepare and plant our Hairy Harries. The Preps will ensure their Hairy Harries have
sunshine, water and lots of attention each day, so they can grow nice and tall!
Watch this space.

Maths
This week in maths the Preps are focusing on using
addition strategies to solve simple equations.
The first strategy will be to learn doubles facts up to
10+10.
Double 1 is 2 Double 2 is 4 Double 3 is 6
The second strategy explores ‘friends of ten’ which are
combinations of numbers that make 10 e.g.
1+9 2+8 3+7 4+6 5+5
Take some time to visit the following website to practice
some newly learnt number facts
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?q=number+b
onds+to+10

PATHS

This week in PATHS students will be
looking at how to enrich the
compliments they give to each other
focusing on a unique aspect or skill of
that particular child. We encourage
students to provide a reason for why
they are giving the compliment, such as
you are a good friend to me because you
always help me when I am feeling
worried outside in the playground.
Twiggle and his friends will help support
the children’s understanding of why we
give compliments.
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Phoneme of the week:
This week: diphones and triphones
A diphone is one letter representing two sounds. E.g. in the word 'one' the letter
'o' represents two sounds.
A triphone is one letter representing three sounds. E.g. in the word 'x-ray' the
letter 'x' represents three sounds.
Next week: Zz like in zip, fizz, sneeze, laser, cheese

On the Farm
Throughout the term the Preps have been exploring a wide range of different
farms, from dairy farms and fish farms to orchards and hobby farms. Over the
remainder of the term the Preps will be working in pairs to create their own
model of a farm. They will require a shoebox or something similar, to create the
base of their farm and some other materials depending on the type of farm they
are designing. Look out for a note coming home shortly that lists some of the
materials your child would like to include in their model.

Dates to
Remember
Raisin toast and icy pole sales Every Monday $1
Farm Dress Up Day - Last day of
Term 3, Friday 22nd September
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LEARNING IN YEAR 1
The Year 1 students have had a couple of busy weeks with the
excursion and Fathers’ Day activities. The students worked hard
to make and present, thoughtful cards and gifts to their fathers.
The students think that…
“Dad will think it’s got lots of patterns.” William
“My dad will say I love it.” James
“Dad will say I love it sweetie.” Francesca
“My dad will say Son, I love it.” Tom

LITERACY
The main reading focus for this week is comparing and
contrasting. We will be looking at the similarities and
differences between books, characters and environments.

Year
1
NUMERACY
In Numeracy the Year1’s have been looking at skip
counting, patterns and mass.
“You can start from any number when you skip
count.” Poppy
“I have discovered that there is no lowest number or
highest number when you count.” Hamish
Discoveries were made when comparing the mass of
different sized animals.
“I’m putting pictures of animals in the light side or
the heavy side.” Ruan

The writing focus has continued to be contractions with
antonyms being introduced this week.

This week we are looking at location and
multiplication, beginning with the use of “groups of”.
Below is a link to a location activity online.

“A contraction is putting 2 words to make 1 word and the
apostrophe shows that some letters are missing.” Will

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/firstlevel/mathemati
cs/grid_references/play/

We also wrote a recount of the excursion to the Royal Botanic
Gardens.
“Wow! Yesterday was awesome. We went on a bus to the
Royal Botanic Gardens.” Alastair
“I enjoyed the Guilefoyle Volcano because I didn’t know there
were so many different kinds of cacti. My favourite kind of
cactus is the round and spikey one.” Lily
“After Michael told us about worms, we got to hold worms.
The worms felt slimy, disgusting and squishy! I dug up worms
and put them on Tom’s hand.” Aedan

TOPIC INVESTIGATION
Last week we had a very interesting and
informative excursion to the Royal Botanic
Gardens as part of our Topic, ‘Our Natural
Environment’. Here is what we thought about it;

“I liked the Rainforest walk. It was my
favourite part.” Ben
“We went to the cactus garden- it was shaped
like a volcano. When we got to the top we all
ran around and around the top.” Ruben
“We went to a tree which got struck by
lightning. There were ropes to hold the tree
together.” Cassie
“I liked the part where we got to pot a
plant called Lomandra Longifolia.”Caitlin

Integrated Studies
Last Thursday the year 2 children went to the Royal Botanic
Gardens!
Callista 2A: At the Royal Botanic Gardens, they have a hot
house to keep plants that need a warm environment. We
got to walk in there, it was really hot!
Harry 2A: I liked potting a plant and being able to take one
home.
WALT: What is the water cycle?
WILF: We can identify what the water cycle is.
We can discuss and identify the components of the cycle.

We can recreate our own cycle.
Felix 2A- I enjoyed learning about the water cycle. I didn’t
know that there were different stages.

Student Wellbeing
“Frustration is when you feel like you’re going to hurt someone.”
By Kazuki
“When you’re frustrated you might feel upset or angry at
someone or yourself.” By Maya
“If you’re feeling frustrated in the classroom, you can take a
deep breath” By Campbell
“We have the PATHS Control Signals to help us. You can also talk
to the person that’s frustrating you.” By Maya
“If you’re feeling frustrated, you can actually just walk away.”
By Kyhan
Work Sample by Max 2R

Numeracy
	
  
	
  

In year 2 the students have been
learning about reading and making
maps. They looked at maps of the
Royal Botanic Gardens in
preparation for their excursion.
"We were making pirate maps in our
grid books using grid references. We
added a key to find the treasure. It
was a lot of fun!" By Sinead 2D

Students have been learning about figurative
language this week. In particular, similes and
metaphors.
“A simile compares two things using the words
‘like’ or ‘as’.” By Charlotte
“An example of a simile is, ‘as good as gold’.”
By Neva
“It smells as yucky as rubbish.” By Benjamin
“He was as smart as an owl.” By Archie
“I am as wiggly as a worm.” By Tim
“A metaphor compares two things by saying
that one thing is another.” By Angus
“Time is money.” By Elyssa
“The man is a lion.” By Franchi
“That teacher is a tiger!” Charlotte B

Literacy

Learning @ EEPS
Year 3
Werribee Zoo Excursion
At 8:50am, we walked towards the bus and
were very excited about our trip to Werribee
Open Range Zoo. The bus trip was very long!
When we got there Miss Harris had to pay
and then we went to see the cheeky gorillas.
After a quick look we had our yummy recess.
Then it was time to go on the Safari Bus
Tour.
We had to wait about 5 minutes for the bus,
and by the time we got on everyone was
jumping with excitement. On the safari bus,
we went through the grassland biome and
saw camels, zebras, rhinos, giraffes and
many more animals. It was freezing on the
tour, but we really enjoyed learning about the
adaptations of these animals.
Jemma and Amelie 3H

Werribee Zoo Excursion
In the afternoon just after we had our Safari
Tour, it was time to meet a zookeeper and
learn about some other animals.
We saw a beautiful cheetah first and learned
about how her body helps her be such a
great predator. Then we saw the meerkats.
We had to put mini mealworms in a box,
and then we had to put the box into the
meerkat enclosure. They had to try and
open the box to get the mealworms.
Next, we got to see some other animals. We
saw the wild dogs, but only a couple of
people saw them lying down. After that we
saw the lions and monkeys.
Finally, we had a quick lunch before it was
time to get back on the bus and drive back
to school.
The excursion was lots of fun!
Abe and Cooper 3H

Integrated Studies
In Term 3, we have created our magnificent biomes in a box. Biomes are a large region of Earth
that have a certain climate and certain types of living things. All of the biomes were interesting
and really detailed. The biomes that students could create were the tundra, forest, aquatic,
grasslands or desert.
First, we had to make a design. Next, we started to create our biomes. We had about 4 sessions
to do this. We had lots of different materials to use and we even went outside to collect rocks,
sticks and sand. We were also allowed to bring plastic animals or plants from home. We are all
very excited to show our parents at the 3-Way Conferences.
Charlotte and Kimberly 3H

It’s About Time!

Learning@
EEPS
In Year 4

Last week in Maths we were
focusing on telling the time and
solving problems that involved
calculating elapsed time.
“We used a variety of different
strategies to work out elapsed
time, including the Elapsed
Mountain” - Pippa
“Hours were represented by
mountains, hills showed
increments from 5 to 30 minutes
and rocks showed jumps of one
minute. It was a great way to
see elapsed time visually!”
- Jake

Maths

English

WALT (We Are Learning To):
Explore financial maths,
decode and solve worded
problems.

WALT (We Are Learning To):

At home you could create a
budget. How much money
do you save in a week?
What are your expenses?

At home you could do some
further research on your
biome. We will be writing an
information text in coming
weeks.

Organise information into
information texts.

Our next step was to start working with
24 hour time. Can you think of some
strategies for converting regular time to
24 hour time?

What a
Wonderful
World
WALT (We Are Learning To):
Explore our questions and
wonderings from the
recent excursion to
Werribee Zoo.

Straight From the Mouths
of Students…
Last week the Year 3 and 4 students
visited Werribee Zoo as part of the current unit “What a
Wonderful World.”

Maths Super
Challenge

The Maths Super Challenge continues
to excite and motivate students in
Year 4.
We have moved on to more complex
tables, including our 6s, 7s, 8s, 9s and
12s.
We will eventually progress to division
facts, consolidating the link between
division and multiplication.

Students began the day with a Safari Tour, where they were
transported through arid landscapes and savannah grasslands
to explore open range exhibits and learn about some of the
world’s most endangered species.
“We spotted bison, rhino, zebra, giraffes and ostriches!” - Daniel
The Education workshops that followed looked at the concept
of predator and prey. Students visited the cheetahs, the
meerkats and some even touched a live ground boa
constrictor!
“My favourite part of the day was seeing the meerkats!
How do they manage to balance so well
on their hind legs?” - Milly
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Reflection	
  of	
  Camp	
  Kangaroobie	
  
	
  

	
  
	
   From	
  Monday	
  the	
  21st	
  August	
  to	
  Friday	
  the	
  25th	
  of	
  August,	
  we	
  went	
  
to	
  Camp	
  Kangaroobie.	
  We	
  started	
  off	
  by	
  visiting	
  the	
  Twelve	
  
Apostles	
  and	
  going	
  for	
  a	
  night	
  time	
  bush	
  walk.	
  
On	
  Tuesday	
  we	
  took	
  part	
  in	
  four	
  very	
  fun	
  activities	
  that	
  all	
  required	
  
teamwork.	
  These	
  were	
  canoeing,	
  GPS	
  coordinate	
  tracking,	
  ropes	
  
course	
  and	
  farm	
  tour.	
  We	
  later	
  had	
  an	
  entertaining	
  bush	
  dance.	
  
On	
  Wednesday	
  we	
  visited	
  Loch	
  Ard	
  Gorge,	
  and	
  spent	
  most	
  of	
  the	
  
day	
  at	
  the	
  Flagstaff	
  Hill	
  Historic	
  Maritime	
  Museum	
  in	
  Warrnambool	
  
where	
  we	
  learnt	
  all	
  about	
  the	
  Shipwreck	
  Coast.	
  
On	
  Thursday	
  we	
  hiked	
  to	
  Princetown	
  beach	
  and	
  had	
  a	
  great	
  time.	
  
We	
  played	
  Mugby,	
  used	
  toboggans	
  on	
  sand	
  dunes,	
  and	
  enjoyed	
  the	
  
scenery.	
  
It	
  was	
  the	
  best	
  camp	
  we	
  have	
  ever	
  been	
  to!	
  
It	
  was	
  thrilling	
  
racing	
  others	
  in	
  
canoes	
  but	
  the	
  
current	
  was	
  
very	
  strong	
  that	
  
day.	
  –	
  Sarah	
  5G	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  
	
  

We	
  had	
  a	
  great	
  
time	
  interacting	
  
with	
  the	
  animals.	
  
The	
  animals	
  were	
  
very	
  cute.	
  –	
  
Thomas	
  5G	
  
	
  

The	
  ceramic	
  
peacock	
  from	
  
the	
  shipwreck	
  
was	
  stunning.	
  
–	
  Harrison	
  5G	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

The	
  night	
  time	
  bush	
  
walk	
  was	
  very	
  
muddy	
  and	
  the	
  
stories	
  Matt	
  told	
  us	
  
were	
  unbelievably	
  
scary.	
  –	
  Rudy	
  5G	
  
	
  

The	
  Twelve	
  
Apostles	
  looked	
  
divine	
  and	
  it	
  was	
  
great	
  to	
  see	
  them	
  in	
  
person.	
  –	
  Evie	
  5G	
  

	
  
It	
  was	
  awesome	
  
going	
  down	
  the	
  
dunes	
  and	
  
getting	
  buried	
  in	
  
sand.	
  –	
  Ryan	
  5G	
  

	
  

THE

EEPS YEAR 6 NEWS
The Year 6’s are focusing on different writing styles this term, so our
L@EEPS this week is in newspaper format. We hope you enjoy it!

L@EEPS report Week 8 Term 3

Year 6T reporting
Camp Lyrebird
Park 2017

Camp fun!

Recently the Year 6’s went to camp
Lyrebird. It is situated on 52 acres of
beautiful land. The drive was 45 minutes
away from school.
On the first day we arrived at camp. We
did a boundary walk. After that we
learned about perspectives and trust.
We did some activities and thought
about what we can do differently in our
every day lives, such as in situations
when using perspective is important.
On the next day we did trust circles
which is was where we rotated through
activities that required us to trust each
other. The activities were a trust walk,
human knots, and caterpillar,
diminishing square and traffic jam. After
that we did a float board activity that
needed us to walk as a team.
On Wednesday we did more activities
such as low ropes, spider’s web and TP
shuffle. They also involved trust and
teamwork.

On Thursday we did another set of activities which everyone enjoyed the most. They were
rock climbing, archery, flying fox and ring the bell. On the last day we did a final team
challenge, which was called PROMAX. Everyone needed to cooperate with each other.
Overall, everyone had an enjoyable time at camp. The teachers, parents and camp staff
were all very helpful.

-Ali and Sasha

Thanks

The Games
Ping Pong was a major hit at camp. It was the most played game with lines of up to 50 people waiting
for their turn.
The main champions were Luke, Chrissy, Jordan D, Ben, Ashton, Isabel, Shaw, Tegan, Tom and Jake.
Pool was also a popular game. Even though the table had a slight tilt, people still had a good time and
really enjoyed the game. By Jordan and Ben

The whole of Year 6 would love to say a big
thanks to all of the parents, Brett, Darren,
Joanne and James. We also want to thank the
teachers and camp coordinators for an
amazing camp experience. -By Rachel 6T

Fancy a quiz? These questions appeared on the Camp Quiz Night
1.1.What
is is
the
capital
city
Northern
Territory?
What
the
capital
of of
thethe
Northern
Territory?
2.2.What
is
the
world’s
largest
ocean?
What is the largest ocean on earth?

3. Where is the Sea of Tranquility?
- By Sasha & Ali

1. Darwin
2. The Pacific
3. The Moon

A puzzle

Interschool sport update

By Beau
16x

7+

2-

4
12x

2÷
2÷

After camp, we have two byes last week and this week.
After that the scores will be tallied to see which school is
the Premier’s of the disctrict.

To complete a ken-ken puzzle you must have the numbers 1 to 4
in each row and column.
No numbers may appear more than once in any row or column.
Each "cage" (region bounded by a heavy border) contains a
"target number." If there's more than one cell in the cage, the
target is also accompanied by an arithmetic operation. You must
fill that cage with numbers that produce the target number, using
only the specified arithmetic operation. Numbers may be
repeated within a cage, if necessary, as long as they do not repeat
within a single row or column.

We are waiting for the results. In particular, if Research
Primary win all of their remaining games in basketball,
Our boys team may need to have a playoff for top
position in the district and then potentially move on to
Division.
Fingers Crossed!

By Mia and Luca

Learning report
These past few weeks we have been learning about Chocology. We have designed chocolate wrappers so that later in the
term, we can put our chocolate in the wrappers. We measured the surface area of the chocolate molds to make the size of
the wrappers. We unfolded our wrapper and made a net. We used this net to design the wrapper. We named our chocolate
bar and included things in our design like: the ingredients, a slogan, a Best Before date and a picture of the chocolate.
Next we get to actually make the chocolate and investigate the states of matter the cacao goes through.
- Shaw and Ashton

eSmart Week
National eSmart Week
takes place from
September 4 – 8, 2017.
Lots of activities will take
place across the school. It’s
a good time to remind
everybody that keeping
your passwords secure,
keeping your personal
information safe and being
a considerate and kind user
of digital technologies is
part of our school values.
You can find out more at
https://www.esmart.org.au

PSSSSST!
It’s the gossip!

HAHAHAHAHA
Good joke!

“Check out my floss!”

My teacher
told me to
have a good
day…so I
went home.

Lately, the new trend
out in the yard has been
the funny arm dance
called “The Floss”. We
think someone will bust
out the floss on the
dance floor at
Graduation this year,
and everyone else will
join in making it an EEPS
renowned dance move!

By Mia

By Tegan and Lily

By E. Smart
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- Lily and Tegan

Choir news
A few weeks ago Mrs.
Williams released the sad
news that she, in 2018,
would be retiring. This of
course meant that EEPS
would be replacing her
with a new music teacher
and also, as the news sank
in we realized that we
would be the last choir that
she would ever conduct.
We were all quite shocked
at the news (after all, she
has been teaching for 50
years now). We are sad to
see her go but glad we are
fortunate enough to be in
the last EEPS choir.
By Jacob A

